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The contents of Pixel 4 from Android Authority brought to you MNML Case, the creators of the world's thinnest phone case. Save 25% on your Pixel 4 or Pixel 4 XL case using the AAPixel4 discount code.Our smartphones have replaced everything we used to carry around, so why not take the place of our wallets as well? Here are some
of the best wallet cases for the Google Pixel 4 XL that are currently available! Looking for more options? Be sure to check our choices for cheap, durable, slim and clear cases. And of course we have a master of the best Pixel 4 XL post cases here. Best Pixel 4 XL Wallet: Editor's Note: We'll continue to update this list of the best wallet
cases for the Pixel 4 XL as it becomes more accessible.1. Procase genuine leather walletThe Procase Pixel 4 XL wallet case is made with authentic leather that looks and feels great. The magnetic clasp keeps the lid of the sheet in place, and the latter can also be folded into a stand. It comes with two slots for bank cards or ID and a large
cash pocket. Arae walletThe Arae is made of high-quality artificial leather and comes with a unique design. Instead of a purse folio where you risk your card scratching display, this case houses everything on your back. The flip cover on the back opens to reveal three card slots and a cash pocket, and it stays closed using magnetic
buttons. Ghostek Exec walletThe Ghostek Exec wallet case has a sleek design with a removable wallet with four cards. You can easily remove your wallet for wireless charging, and you never have to worry about your cards scratching at the screen. Ghostek Exec even protects the screen and camera with raised lips 1.5 mm and MIL-STD
810G-516.6 certified.4. Simico walletSimicoo wallet case is another handy sheet that can be used as a stand for media consumption. It has one special card slot as well as a multipurpose pocket for cash or more cards. Unlike some wallets that only come in black, Simicoo comes in blue, gray and red as well. The soft skin of the PU and
the TPU frame should feel very comfortable in your hands. Vena wallet The Pixel 4 XL case is a unique option that uses a folding back panel to secure your cards and cash. Better yet, the panel doubles as a stand while keeping your cards nice and safe. It's a MIL-STD 810G certified durable wallet that means you can opt out of your
phone and cards and you don't have to worry too much. The thick lip helps protect the camera from heavy blows too. There you have for this round-up of the best wallet cases you can buy for Google Pixel 4 XL! End of the line! The best wallet cases for Google Pixel 3 Android 2020 Wallet cases are a great option if you want to cut back on
your pocket carry. Since pixel 3 supports wireless charging, it's doubtful you'll find too many wallet styles Card slots are on the back, but there are a growing number of folio-style purse cases to choose from. Staff choose This case from Maxboost made of synthetic leather to keep the price down, but has a good look at it with white
stitching and a stylish magnetic flap. Inside you get three card slots and a pocket for cash. It is also backed up by a lifetime guarantee. $10 on Amazon Available in Three Colors, ProCase provides a classic wallet case design made with authentic leather. The inner flap has two card slots and a pocket to store cash and receipts, and it all
folds into an adjustable stand. Keeps your phone safe and stylish. From $20 on Amazon Most wallet cases have a pretty obvious look at them, but not this one form of Teelevo. The hidden compartment at the back opens to reveal two slot cards! Even better, this opening cover doubles as a stand for watching videos. $13 on Amazon On
top of three card slots, money pocket, and folding kick-rack functionality, this ProCase wallet also includes a small mirror that lets you check yourself without turning on the selfie camera. All in all, it's a very stylish and functional case. From $11 on Amazon If you're not a big fan of the leather look but still want the functionality of the wallet
case, check out this option from Feitenn. This is a folio-style case that is made from premium synthetic soft canvas that has three card slots along with a pocket for cash and receipts, and is also designed to partially absorb shock blow if you drop your phone. It is available in four colours. $10 on Amazon Bellroy's Premium Leather Case
four card slots - two on the front cover, and two more hidden between the body and back of the phone. Made from eco-certified leather and available in three beautiful colors, this case is expensive, but the best option for those who want a genuine leather case for the smaller Pixel 3. $59 on Amazon Wallet cases is always a great choice, if
you've never used a wallet case before, it's worth trying them out. I recently switched back to a wallet case after I realized sitting on my old wallet in my back pocket was causing back pain. Having said that, keeping your phone, card and cash in one handy package was a relief in more ways than one. Our best choice for the Pixel 3 is the
Maxboost mWallet series. This is a robust folio-style case that offers everything you need in terms of storage and protection at a price that won't leave that cash pocket too easy. On the higher end side of things is the beautiful Bellroy Leather Wallet case, and the good news is that the price has dropped a bit. This is the most elegantly
designed folio-style wallet cases you can buy for the Pixel 3. We can earn commissions shopping using our links. Learn more. Google is a search engine company. So, Google began its work as a search company in 1998, when Sergey Brin Brin Larry Page was a doctoral student at Stanford University. Fifteen years later? Google is a
verb. That's how ingrained it has become in our lexicon as well as in our lives. If you want to know something, you Google it. On August 10, 2015, Google became part of the umbrella company Alphabet, CEO Sundar Pichai. The announcement came as a surprise to everyone when it was deleted on Larry Page's Google blog. Of course,
Google is much bigger now. It is an advertising company (which still provides the bulk of its revenue). This is a video hosting company, from YouTube. It's a social network, with Google. It's a mobile company with Android. It is leading the revolution of wearable devices with Google Glass and Android Wear. Google is invading business
with its web infrastructures, to the point where municipal governments and private businesses alike are throwing server racks to the cloud. It aims to change the way computers are used with its not-quite-thin Chromebooks client. And it was only the first 15 years. Where will Google go next? This is a question many of us can't wait to see
the answer. And, of course, this is a question many fear. Is Google too big? Is that too powerful? Does he know too much? Is this the right thing to do for the right reasons? Or is it just trying to become as rich and powerful as possible? These are all fair questions, and the ones that Google needs to ask itself, and the ones we like its
customers need to continue it. Page 2 Source: Daniel Bader/Android Central After last year's controversial Pixel 4, Google is ready to fix some wrong with the all-new Pixel 5. The Pixel 4 introduced new ideas such as a telephoto camera, a face unlocking system, and unique gestures, but it did so through battery life. This time, Google is
trying something a little different. Instead of worrying about having the highest end processor or five cameras, Google has developed a Pixel 5 to be a meat and potato Android phone that does everything you need to do, has all the basic features you could ask for, and comes at a much lower price than the latest flagships from Samsung
and Apple. If you want to know more about its price, release date, specs, or anything else, here's everything you need to know about the Google Pixel 5! The newest Pixel arrived Google packed a lot in the Pixel 5, including a 90Hz OLED display, dual cameras, wireless charging, you name it. It is also the cheapest Pixel flagship we have
had in a long time, making it a great alternative to more expensive options. Source: Hayato Huseman / Android Central One of the most interesting things about the Pixel 5 is its price. In a world where top-line phones from most other companies cost upwards of $1,000, the Pixel 5 is refreshingly affordable for as little as $699. It's worth
noting that there's only one store Offered, with Pixel 5 coming with 128GB of space for your apps, games and movies. When you compare this side by side with the 2019 Pixel 4 series, it's pretty impressive how much more affordable the Pixel 5 actually is. The 128GB Pixel 4 sells for $899, with a 128GB Pixel 4 XL costing $999. There are
some spec/reduction changes that have allowed Google to hit that lower price tag, but especially in the economic climate we live in today, we are more than happy to see Google focusing on affordability for its top offerings. When can I buy a Pixel 5? Source: Google If you want to be among the first to own a Google Pixel 5, you can go
and pre-order your phone right now. It's only available in black and slim sage colors, with Google deciding not to offer a white model at all this year. Here's when the Pixel 5 will be available in its release countries: October 15: Australia, France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Taiwan, UK October 29: Canada, United States The good news is
that you can buy the Pixel 5 before it goes on sale: it is available for pre-order in every country it will be sold. Have we reviewed the Pixel 5? Yes, we've looked at the Pixel 5. And to be blunt, it's really damn good. It's not the best Android phone you can buy in 2020, but as noted in our writing review, it's the best Pixel ever. Unlike the Pixel
4 series from last year, the Pixel 5 nails all the basics. It's fast and responsive, has great cameras, battery life is first class and it's sold at a very reasonable price. Additional features such as the Sense of Motion and Facial Unlocking have disappeared, but the main aspects remain strong. Google's decision to abandon the flagship race
specs is interesting, and for the most part, it has paid off. What are the specifications of Google Pixel 5? Source: Hayato Huseman / Android Central Here are the specifications of Google Pixel 5: Category Google Pixel 5 Display 6-inch OLED Full HD 90 Hz speed update 19.5:9 aspect ratio Gorilla Glass 6 Operating System Android 11
Processor qualcomm Snapdragon 765G Rear Camera 1 12.2MP Main Camera f/1.47 Dia OIS Rear Camera 2 16MP Ultra-Wide Camera f/2.2 Aperture Memory 8GB RAM Storage 128GB battery 4080 mAh Charging 18W wired charging 15W wireless charging 5W reverse wireless charging fingerprint sensor Color Sage, Simply Black
Pixel 5 has an amazing price. But how in the world of google pull it out? A quick look at the spec sheet makes it clear why the Pixel 5 can cost as little as it does. The main takeaway here is that the Snapdragon 765G processor. Kvalcomm. Other flagships such as the Galaxy S20 and OnePlus 8 Pro use snapdragon 865, but this is not the
case for the Pixel 5. Snapdragon 765 chipset inside in The Pixel 5 is more than powerful enough for any app or game you throw at it, and with this solution, you'll benefit from high-end performance without having to pay a nose for it. Looking at some other specs, it's great to see that Google once again offers 90Hz speed upgrades for the
Pixel 5 display, along with OLED panels for big colors and deep black. The 4080 mAh battery is also significantly larger than the 2,800 mAh Pixel 4 unit, which should provide night and day difference in battery life. All the otas are here for the Pixel 5 to be one of the new best Android phones, and when you factor in that low price tag, it
becomes that much more impressive. How about Pixel 5 vs 4a 5G vs 4a? Source: Hayato Huseman / Android Central The Pixel 5 is not the only Google phone released this year. Earlier this summer, Google released the Pixel 4a, which is a budget device aimed at the main. It's small and doesn't have many premium features that we take
for granted in many premium devices, including waterproofing or wireless charging. In addition, it runs a slower chip qualcomm Snapdragon 730, has a modest 3080mAh battery, a 5.8-inch display, and only one rear camera. Source: Google Later this year, Pixel 4a 5G will be available. It packs a more powerful Snapdragon 765 platform,
along with the same dual camera setup as the larger Pixel 5. Its 6.2-inch screen is the largest of all pixels this year, but it doesn't get as bright as the Pixel 5, and doesn't share the same 90 Hz panel. Its 3,885mAh battery is also slightly smaller than the Pixel 5, and the framing around the display is all-so-a little thicker. Of course, as the
name suggests, it also has a 5G like the Pixel 5. Above, you'll see a comparison chart from Google showing the main differences between the three phones. How many colors comes Google Pixel 5? Source: Hayato Huseman / Android Central Google does not offer a ton of color options for their smartphones, but with each release is
usually one that stands out more common black and white variants. This year the colors are even more limited with only two to choose from, including Just Black and Variety Sage. Just black is exactly what the name implies - black paint work and nothing more. The matte aluminum finish is much preferred about the glossy glass we had
for the Pixel 4's Just Black, but beyond, there's not much else to say. On the other hand, we have Sorta Sage. It's not as bright or punchy as the Pixel 4's Oh So Orange, but it's not necessarily a bad thing. It has a cool, earthy tone to it that looks really good and it's definitely the color we prefer this time. Does the Pixel 5 have the best
camera? Source: Daniel Bader/Android Camera quality is always number one Buy a Pixel phone over anything else - that's why the Pixel 4 XL, despite its problems was one of the best Android phones you can buy - and for the Pixel 5, Google is trying something it's never done before. The main camera is exactly the same 12.2MP sensor
that we have had for years, but on the Pixel 5, it joined the 16MP ultra-wide camera. This is the first time that any Pixel phone comes with an ultra-wide lens, and the telephoto that has been introduced on the Pixel 4 is nowhere to be seen. Google made a big deal last year about how telephoto was more important than ultra-wide, so it's a
bit ridiculous to see a company adjusting the course one generation later. The telephotographer on the Pixel 4 was very good, but the move to ultra-wide is one we're excited to see. Outside of this, you'll notice that these are the only cameras present on the back of the Pixel 5. In a world where so many phones are shipping with four or
five different rear cameras, google's solution to offer only two goes in contrast to market trends. However, as we've seen over and over again, having one or two excellent cameras rather than a bunch of extras that aren't good is usually preferable. Does Google Pixel 5 introduce new Android 11 features? Source: Google Whenever Google
launches a new Pixel phone, it often uses it as a means to introduce new Android features. This is no different from the Pixel 5, which comes with several goodies software not previously seen elsewhere. One of the biggest new additions is a feature assistant called Hold for Me. When you are on hold when on a phone call, you can now
press a button that is the assistant to keep your seat in the queue until you go and do something else. When a customer service agent comes on the line, the assistant lets you know so you can jump back on the phone and start talking. Something else that should be very promising is Extreme Battery Saver. If you have juice, but you need
to keep your phone powered for a little longer, you can turn on this mode to extend the battery life to 48 hours. It's not something you want to have at all times, but in some cases, it can be the savior of life. Is there a Google Pixel 5 XL? Speaking of changes to the Pixel family, you may have noticed that we didn't say anything about the
Pixel 5 XL. That's because there are no . Although we usually got the Pixel 4 and 4 XL, Pixel 3 and 3 XL, and so on, the regular Pixel 5 is the only entry in the entire Pixel 5 family. As Alex Doby explained this September, Google seems to have gone through several different branding decisions when creating Pixel this year. The phone
that we now like the Pixel 4a 5G is believed to have originally been the Pixel 5, with the Pixel 5 we're talking about previously called the Pixel 5s - higher class, more premium premium On that it would be a Pixel 5, but now the Pixel 4a 5G. You could argue that the Pixel 4a 5G is a pseudo-Pixel 5 XL given it's a little bigger than the 6.2-inch
display, but this phone sacrifices things like 90 Hz speed upgrades, wireless charging, and has a little less RAM. What do I need to know about Google Pixel 4a and 4a 5G? Source: Andrew Martonik/ Android Central If Pixel 5 is just not clicking for you, you have a few other pixels to choose from. In addition to the Pixel 4a 5G mentioned
above, there is also a regular Pixel 4a. These phones cost $499 and $349 respectively, making them more affordable alternatives if you want to spend even less than what Google asks for the Pixel 5. The Pixel 4a was released in August and it's honestly one of the best values you can get right now. This provides a thoroughly enjoyable
Android experience in a device that is super compact, all specs are more than good enough for the vast majority of people, and there's no beating that price. Perhaps even more interesting for some people is that the Pixel 4a 5G. If you're OK with 60 Hz speed upgrades and don't care about wireless charging, it has a lot to do with the Pixel
5. You get the same Snapdragon 765G processor, 12.2MP and 16MP dual rear cameras, 128GB of storage, and there's even a headphone jack. Should I get any accessories for the Google Pixel 5? Source: Spigen and caseology As we often say here on Android Central, no phone is complete without the right accessories. This is just as
true for the Pixel 5, so make sure you grab a few things to round up your phone experience. First of all, you should absolutely get a screen protector. The Pixel 5 is a great kind of phone, but after a year or two down the road, when the screen is dotted with scratches, it will be much less appealing. Screen protector is a quick and easy way
to prevent this, no matter if you get a film or a hardened glass one. We also recommend choosing a case for the Pixel 5. While the aluminum design sure is something, all you need is one drop to chip it into paint and ruin the experience. There are already a ton of great cases to choose from, whether you want something ultra-reliable or
prefer style over the feature. The newest Pixel arrived Google packed a lot in the Pixel 5, including a 90Hz OLED display, dual cameras, wireless charging, you name it. It is also the cheapest Pixel flagship we have had in a long time, making it a great alternative to more expensive options. Pre-orders are open right now! Nwo! google
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